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This note presents the development of the remote gas controls system for the Hall A Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) detectors.
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The Detector Support Group (DSG) has designed and 
implemented a multi-channel gas flow monitoring system 
for the Hall A GEM detectors [1]. The GEM detectors use 
Ar/CO2 during operations and nitrogen as a purge gas. Single-
board computers (Raspberry Pi) are used for data acquisition 
[2]. A remote flow control system, which obviates the need to 
enter the hall to make a change to the flow settings, has been 
developed. 

DSG has developed drivers to control proportional valves 
SMC PVQ13-5L-03-M5-A [3], using Python software; the 
valves’ opening is based on the current output of the Analog 
Devices LTC2662 digital-to-analog (DAC) integrated circuit 
(IC) [4]. The IC is a five-channel device, each channel of 
which can be used to control a valve. The valve requires up to 
85 mA, so the 0–100 mA range has been selected. 

Initial testing of the IC focused on the accuracy of the 
DAC output as measured by an external digital multimeter 
(DMM), a Keithly 2002. Figure 1 shows a plot of delta, the 
difference between the setpoint and the measured value as a 
function of the setpoint for the DAC. The error of ~0.2% is 
within the specification of total unadjusted error of ±0.4% full 
scale range.

Figure 2 shows the gas controls system diagram. The con-
trols software uses a proportional, integral, derivative loop to 
maintain a given flow level by controlling the output of the 
DAC that provides the operating current to the valves.

To conclude, once testing of the drivers has been complet-
ed, the GEM gas flow sensor chassis design will be modified 
to include the valves in-line with the flow sensors. This de-
velopment will provide remote control of flow for the GEM 
detectors and obviate the need to enter the Hall to adjust the 
manual flow valve. 
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FIG. 1.  DAC output current setpoint vs DMM current readback 
delta.

FIG. 2.  Gas controls system diagram.
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